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NEW! - 3rd Edition with MORE Added Content!*****Get Your FREE BONUSES When You
Download This Book!*****Deadly Serial Killers And Grisly True Murder Stories From The Last 100
Yearsâ€œI am the devil, and I am here to do the devilâ€™s business,â€• he roamed the house to
collect the other residents and brought them to the living room. Tex stabbed him numerous times
(51) before shooting him twice. Abigail also tried to escape, but Patricia tackled and stabbed her
before Tex finished her off. A person sometimes does the unthinkable and kills someone when he
or she is driven by strong emotions, such as fear, anger, and temporary madness; but what would
drive them to kill many people, repeatedly? A nurse who pledged dedication into serving the sick
suddenly found it pleasurable to kill their patients, a promising married man went on top of a tower
and shot people as if they were pigs, a person claiming he was the new Messiah instructed his
followers to perform gruesome murders, a charming man turned into a vicious serial killer, and a
desperate mother killed her own children. What was running through their minds when they
committed these murders? Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...True Crime â€“ Poaching
People from AboveTrue Crime â€“ Charles and His Killer FamilyTrue Crime â€“ The Murderous
MotherTrue Crime â€“ Code Blue Prevention StrategyTrue Crime â€“ The Reckless KillerTrue Crime
â€“ What made these Killers so Bizarre?Much, much more!>>> Download this book today!
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I could not get past chapter 1. The stories themselves are interesting and horrific. That point gets
across well. But this is, yet, another Kindle book in dire need of editing. The grammatical errors
were so severe that I was highly distracted through the whole first chapter, and the impact the actual
narrative had on me was much lessened thereby.The most common issues is the author's repetition
of comma splicing when the two thoughts should be split into complete sentences. I highlighted
quite a few areas in chapter 1 as I was reading. LOC 77: "Being admitted to a hospital
encompasses several feelings, for instance, there would be..." Should be "Being admitted to a
hospital encompasses several feelings. For instance..." Or LOC 88: "...that led to her demise, this
event..." should be "...that led to her demise. This event..."There's also some areas where the actual
sentence structure could be improved by rewording. For instance, LOC 98: "Unfortunately, it was in
his job..." could be, "Unfortunately, it was AT his job....". Or LOC 117: "He was assigned at the..."
could be, "For three years, he was assigned at..."And there's the usual misspelled or unfinished
word, such as "trie" instead of "tried" at LOC 98.There's other areas in the first chapter, but I put the
book down when I was finished reading said chapter. It's simply not worth my time or money to
purchase a book in need of editing and struggle through it with good intentions.

This book is my way of getting into the Halloween season. I am a total bookworm and while people
prefer watching horror movies, I prefer reading books like this one and to be honest I was amazed
by how epic this book is. It is a compilation of some true crime stories over the years. The book
gives you the chills because of the brutality in the stories. From all the stories the story of Satan in a
skirt is my favourite. I also love the works of this writer and this is the second book written by him
that I read this week.Overall, I highly recommend this book.

I must say this was the best book I have read in a while filled with. Interesting stories about True
Crime cases. The author included a lot of facts,some new ones I haven't read in the past. The story
was completed by the end of each chapter I would definitely recommend this story to all True Crime
readers out there!

I hate to be a grammar nazi but this book is hard to read because the writing is really awful. Please

hire an editor or even an eighth grader that passed English . Please reread your written work and
use commas in their proper place and periods instead of commas. I suspect English isn't your first
language and if not then I'd understand the misuse of punctuation and words. Sorry to be so critical
but if writing is your profession you really need to learn proper grammar.

I am so fond of reading and watching crimes and investigation. In fact, I also play a mystery game
that involves CSI. I really got so interested in reading this book. shocking people who I consider
psychos killed a lot of innocent people just to satisfy them. They are so crazy to do such thing! One
of the serial killers that I can never forget is the Zodiac. Until now, it's still unsolved.

The cases were interesting enough, but it seems like the authors first language is not English. I
assume this because of many instances of awkward phrasing, and the odd use of the word to
instead of in or on.

The stories in the book are so incredible, so many different cases. It's the expression of damaged
mind brought to a point of no return. they want others to pay.... maybe.I definitely love crime
investigation, and this is the kind of things that let you know a little of something that you ignored...
Like Cullens case (Actually, my daughter says that may be that is where the vampire's name came
from).You need to keep in mind that this is written by a Fan like us, so you should focus on the
important thing: The stories.

Grisly is definitely the word for these stories! With spine tingling realness, and vivid descriptions
these will keep you on the edge of your toes til the very end. Great for anyone who loves a good
crime thriller, and the author's ability to create scenes in a way that sends pictures to your
imagination.Definitely a must read for anyone who loves this crime / thriller or even horror genres!
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